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A focal point is where it all comes together.
That precise moment of clarity and harmony.
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This Focal Point wine presents the variety in its purest expression - a culmination of 
the elements of its specific terroir, respected by the style in which it is crafted. It 
captures the attention with its artistry and sets the scene for the ultimate enjoyment.

Focal Point Chardonnay 2019

FOOD PAIRING

Alcohol
Residual Sugar
Total Acid
pH

ANALYSIS 13.5%
3.4 g/L
6.0 g/L

3.62

This chardonnay originates from a lesser-known area 
called Vermaaklikheid, located 300km from Cape Town 
on the Cape South Coast.  The Cape South Coast is a 
cool region with limestone rich soils and a good annual 
rainfall. The 2019 season was a moderate temperate 
year compared to the previous vintage, thus the grapes 
were harvested in the first week of March. The grapes 
were picked at 23.5’ Balling, whole-bunch pressed with a 
portion going directly to the barrel without settling. The 
rest of the grapes were settled for two days before being 
put to barrel. New and neutral barrels were used and of 
the four batches made, one was naturally fermented while 
three had cultivated yeast strains. Fermentation took three 
weeks after which the wine aged in oak for 11 months. 
The final new oak percentage is 39% new oak, 32% 
second fill and 29% neutral oak.  

Pale gold in colour with hints of green - voluptuous body 
with aromas of buttered toast and crème bruleé. Firm 
structure with a range of citrus perfumes, especially 
mandarin, with a touch of ginger and a nutty character. 
The finish is seamless and lingers long after the last drop.

This full-bodied chardonnay pairs well with effortlessly 
prepared foods such as baked fish or poultry with butter 
and herbs. A good example will be crisp-skinned roast 
chicken as well as risotto and mushroom. It compliments 
foods with ingredients that provide an impression of 
sweetness, such as corn, butternut squash, sweet potatoes 
as well as roasted and grilled caramelised dishes. 
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